Tennis Match Results
Lawrence Tech vs Taylor University
Aug 25, 2017 at Upland, Ind.
(Meier Tennis Courts)

Lawrence Tech 9, Taylor University 0

**Singles competition**
1. Javier Alvarez (LTMT) def. Salvador LoCasio (TUMT) 6-0, 6-3
2. Stijn Bremer (LTMT) def. Christian Jacquottet (TUMT) 7-5, 6-2
3. Robert Saitov (LTMT) def. Andre Danelli (TUMT) 6-1, 7-5
4. Jan Horstkoetter (LTMT) def. Jake Herbrock (TUMT) 6-3, 6-4
5. Pat Szymczak (LTMT) def. Stephen All (TUMT) 6-3, 6-0
6. Mason Wenzel (LTMT) def. Alex Jung (TUMT) 6-1, 6-0

**Doubles competition**
2. Jan Horstkoetter/Stijn Bremer (LTMT) def. Andre Danelli/Salvador LoCasio (TUMT) 8-4
3. Vincent Colarossi/Mason Wenzel (LTMT) def. Stephen All/Alex Jung (TUMT) 9-7

Match Notes:
Lawrence Tech 2-0
Taylor University 0-1
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (1,6,3,4,5,2)